
Dear Jim, 	Skeptic Special Iasue No. 9 	 9/11/75 

While the Leiser beans still reverberated bad vibes and with 141 wanting to take 
in some TV drama I though perhaps a takinedng of this sick stuff might be worthwhile. 
In two ways it was. 

But it is really terrible :stuff. I ,.seen it isn't even geed ripping off. 

Amide from all teo little cluem (lice listine Lana's book as Alit 1965 and 

Dell 1975 when there is no Dell and there was a Fawcett 1967) and the total unoriginality 

except for the sickest of Newcowb's sick mind (and that is incredibly stupid), 
what in the world is there that any decent editor wouli want. to print? 

But 13 it easy to dieeiee the wheat.: thing as a cheap shot at a growing market? 

I thiaa not. 
This is ec terrible I think tent qucetions heve to be wondered about, including 

what beside commercialism lies behind it and the publieher. 

The only thing I read is Bud's silliness and catalogue ea self—coatredictions, 

appropriate in a joernal of learned skepticism. I almost read the Newcomb junk, more 

of it than anaahing else. 

I find it interesting,_; that those are sizes of a new undergound of the rippers off. 

Newcomb and his pal can't be insane enough to hava what they quote and not use the 

meat of it. This Being true, elute:Gone told then. (Maybe 4a:ey yearn aao?) 

But they don't even invent good. A trachonst* 12 :sot a buttonhole and there is 

no heals for that particular invention. 

I ovule go through this thing and show that much appears in my cork only. There 

is no point in it. Here I'm talieing about what isn t entirely fictitious. (I didn't 

reread Sylvia's Esquire piece.) 

Can any editor and an entire staff pretend to assemble an entire ieeue of a 
magazine and be entirely uaaware of major eire—e:xvie3 stories as well as sunh 

sources one would expect them not to be unaware of in Santa ilarbara as Zodiac? 

You could argue from the content they are, but it inn t the way noot magazines 

work. And in all that _staff the probabilities against thin are heavy. 

Some inaccuracies are repeated, like the Kennedy position, never re fleeted 

accurately ao of any tin and certainly not accurate as of today. I can only wonder 

why and why those who 'mowing better lied. 

A I find the repeated refeeencee to FOIe suits doecribod once as I -recall an a 

flock without one ever being mentioned or identified not normal joureelism, editing 

or skepticism. 

waete ono on checking out the L* lie} 	Forum for Contemporary History. 
But I'll bet we'd find it interesting. 

This is an expensive product. This in not the kind of content that reflects any 

editing tk or content that can sell enough to justify the expensive production. 

I am suggesting teat the money hat to coma from soma source, narticularly when there 

Ire no ads at all. 
Douale the price anal tale thieg cee t pay its own way. 
Yet I say forget about it but thanks for the copy. We have more important matters 

'th which to concern ourselves at the =cont. 

This dots not make the whole thing less interesting, though. 

!.g 

Beet, 


